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Abstract— The Rapidly Random Tree (RRT) algorithm works to grow trees gradually based on a random
sampling process. Each growing branch needs to be arranged so that it can reach the target node. This
arrangement is done by maintaining the distance between the edge knot and the parent knot so that they
are always in the optimal direction and magnitude. This paper offers an alternative approach to adjusting the
position of the edge vertices in a branch based on the modeling occupancy area that can be occupied by
random knots and the distance function which is formulated using the growth ratio of random samples that
inhabit the target area and the area outside it. With the same number of iterations, the proposed algorithm
can make the tree reach a 0.5 cm distance from the target node, while the basic RRT is 27 cm. Furthermore,
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the path of the tree created by the new algorithm is 29 cm longer and has 30 fewer branches without leaving
any ends of the twigs that grow against the direction of the target node. Keywords: Occupancy area, Sample
Rate Ratio, Distance function I. INTRODUCTION RRT has gained a lot of the attention of the research
community over the past few decades. Most researchers are interested in RRT because it can work in a
high-dimensional state space[1][2][3][4][5]. This algorithm provides the opportunity to achieve a viable
optimal solution based on the growth of randomness of the sampling process. Since it is sampling-based,
RRT has a probability content in the solution[6][7][8][9]. Spatially, the solution came from the movement of
twigs within a residential area. Twigs that are capable to develop well are going to leave seedlings a decent
path to reach the final node. Conversely, twigs that don't grow healthily will lead the PRC to create a path
that strays from the final node, making it unfit to construct an optimal solution. Therefore, this paper offers an
alternative approach to the layout of new nodes against parental nodes. The main contribution made in this
paper is the arrangement of the position of the new node in the twig, considering the residential area of the
target node side and the root node side. In addition, we propose the function of the distance

4of the parent node to the edge node by paying attention to the

number of random samples in a residential area. II. RELATED WORK Setting the direction of growth of the
twig from the root towards the target needs to pay attention to the vector of its growth rate. This growth will
be better when a random node approaches the target node and vice versa. Some researchers have done
work in the search for techniques for growing new twig nodes. This study stems from the basic concept of
edge node growth in the PRC based on the safe distance of new edge growth or the so- called threshold
limit of the distance of the edge node to the parent node[10][11][12][13]. The growth direction of this edge
node corresponds to the direction of the distance line of the parent node and the random node generated
each iteration, so there is a possibility of developing away from the target node. Furthermore, the spacing of
the edge node and its parents is set using the minimum cost provisions of the neighboring parent distance
pool in a hypersphere centered on the position of random nodes[10][14][15][16]. The edge node that is
successfully laid, will have

3the lowest cost against the root node of the tree. However, the direction of twig

growth is

also likely to grow away from the target node if there is the minimal cost between the parent node pools
within the hypersphere that are far from the target node. Another way that can be used is to use the
provisions of virtual forces. The distance of the edge to the parent node is set based on the content of the
repulsive force and attractive forces in the virtual forces[17][18][10]. The growth direction of the edge branch
can reach the target node because of the attractive forces around the target node. However, the distance
that is too far due to the resultant virtual style needs further attention. The location determination of the new
edge value in the twig growth direction is often also reviewed based on the distance function setting. For
example, setting the bias coefficient is targeted based on the probability of transition between branches. This
coefficient is configured with some variables: the target's gravity; the ratio

4between the target node distance and the edge node; and the ratio between the
random node

to the edge node [19] [20] as well as the complexity of the environment are determined subjectively[21]. This
provision does not rule out the possibility of using quadratic cost functions in Euclidean terminology and
Generalized distance as traditional traversal methods[22] [23] [24] [25]. Based on the reference, research on
the directing function of twig growth mostly selects the proximity between adjacent vertices and their
derivative aspects as a reference for their formalization. There has been no formulation of restrictions on the
growth and development of twigs based on the growth records of random nodes that inhabit an area around
the target and the area outside it, so that it can be known which edge knots must be kept growing and which
one to be restricted. This paper contributed to providing a new method for the arrangement of the position of
nodes in twigs. It is located on the modeling of the residential area of the side of the target node and the root
node that can be occupied by a random sample. In addition, we provide the distance function of the parent
node towards the edge node based on the ratio of random samples inhabiting the inside and outside the
target area. III. RESEARCH METHOD A. Algoritma RRT Basic Trees grown algorithms are developed by
several operating processes. First, the algorithm ran the initialization of the root node qstart and the target
node, qgoal in the T tree. Then, the branch is grown by placing the edge knot, qnew, at the end of the twig.
This operation is preceded by the generation of a random sample, qrand, by the RandomSample() function.
The laying of qnew is calculated based on the proximity of qrand to the parent knot, qparrent adjacent to it.
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Using the NearestNeighborfunction () is generated a node qparrent that is located from the new q with a
certain value. After successfully obtaining qparrent then the new qis is added to the tree branch through the
AddNewNode() function. The sequence of this process repeats continuously until the distance qnew and
qgoalreaches a certain minimum value, ρmin. The details of this algorithm are organized from [14][16] and
described in the following algorithm. Algoritma 1 Algoritma RRT Basic

21: T ← InitTree(qstart, qgoal); 2: for i = 1 to n do 3: qrand ← RandomSample(i);
4

ρmin then

2return T; end if end for

𝑞𝑓 𝑜𝑞ℎ𝑑𝑞𝑤𝑖𝑞𝑑 (1) The number of random samples inhabiting both areas of origin is explained by expression
(2) 𝑂𝑎 (𝑑(𝑞𝑝; 𝑞𝑝; 𝑞𝑓)) = ∑ 𝑑(𝑞𝑝; 𝑞𝑝; 𝑞𝑓) (2) 𝑓(𝑝𝑟;𝑝𝑟;𝑝𝑔)=1 where : 𝑂𝑎 = Number of samples in origin area.
While those who inhabit the target area are expressed in (3) 𝑇𝑎 (𝑑(𝑞𝑝; 𝑞𝑝; 𝑞𝑓)) = ∑ 𝑑(𝑞𝑝; 𝑞𝑝; 𝑞𝑓) (3)
𝑓(𝑝𝑟;𝑝𝑟;𝑝𝑔)=0 where : 𝑇𝑎 = Number of samples in the target area. The growth of the number of random
samples in each area needs to be noted as one of the considerations in the mechanism of extension of the
new branch path. The more random samples are in the area of origin as a consequence of the area of
occupancy, the slower arrival of random samples in the target area. The occupancy area around the target
which is much narrower than the original area will cause less habitable empty space for random samples
around the target. This condition brings benefits On the other hand, this condition can be an advantage. This
difference in conditions can be used as a reference in making the reciprocation function to extend or
suppress the growth rate of branches. Fewer and fewer random samples in the target area can be used to
trigger a slowdown in branch extension in the area of origin. Conversely, the number of random samples in
the target area that is less than the area of origin can also trigger the extension of branches in the area of
origin. Given that convergence towards the target node is a top priority and the fact that the growth of the
number of samples in both areas can be adjusted in ratio, this condition provides room to implement the
reciprocity paradigm in calculating the distance of the parent node to the edge node. With this paradigm, the
difference in the length of the edge node distance in both areas gets the right coefficient. In other words, if
the growth ratio of the area of origin is greater than the target area, this ratio can be fed as a coefficient of
distance function for the target area that can trigger the branch based on the probability of randomness of
the sample in the occupancy space. Conversely, because the area on the target side is much narrower than
the area of origin, the extension has the potential to reduce the growth ratio of random samples in the target
area, it can be fed to the area of origin as a reference for shortening of twigs around the edge knot. The
growth ratio of random samples in the area of origin is defined by equation (4). (4) where : Δ𝑂𝑎 = 𝑂𝑎𝑂+𝑎𝑇𝑎
Δ𝑂𝑎 = Random sample ratio in the origin area while random sample ratio in the target area is defined by (5)
𝑇 𝑎 (5) where : Δ𝑇𝑎 = 𝑂𝑎+𝑇𝑎 Δ𝑇𝑎 = Random sample ratio in the target area Thus, the distance between the
parent and edge node in each occupancy area is defined by 𝑑𝑝𝑛 = { Δ𝑇𝑎 , 𝑖𝑑 𝑑(𝑞𝑝; 𝑞𝑝; 𝑞𝑓) = 1 Δ𝑂𝑎 𝑤 𝑑𝑂𝑅,
𝑖𝑑 𝑑(𝑞𝑝; 𝑞𝑝; 𝑞𝑓) = 0 (6) where : d𝑝𝑛 = Distance between parent and edge node 𝑑𝑂𝑅 = Distance between 𝑞𝑝
and 𝑞𝑝 𝑞 𝑝 = Parent node. Thus, the location of the edge node in the tree branch is determined with (7) and
(8). where : 𝑞𝑛𝑥 𝑞𝑛𝑥 𝜃𝑂𝑅 𝑞𝑛𝑥=(𝑞𝑝− 𝑑𝑝𝑛)∗cos(𝜃𝑂𝑅) 𝑞𝑛𝑥=(𝑞𝑝− 𝑑𝑝𝑛)∗sin(𝜃𝑂𝑅) = Edge node coordinate in X
axis = Edge node coordinate in Y axis =Angle between parent and random node (7) (8) IV. RESULTS

3AND DISCUSSION In this section, the performance of

our proposed method is examined against the RRT Basic algorithm which uses the euclidean distance-
based distance function as a reference. An evaluation was carried out on several indicators of performance
criteria; path length (PJ), number of iterations (JI), number of twigs (JR) formed, ability to approach the
target and twigs that turn direction. The comparison of these two algorithms is implemented using Matlab
which runs on a Laptop PC with an Intel i7-9750 @ 2.6 GHz (12 CPUs) and 9 MB of RAM. The experiment
shows that our algorithm is vastly superior. First, the robot is placed at the initial coordinates, qstarts (1,5).
The robot must move towards the final coordinate, qgoal (5,6). Then, the RRT must work to create this
robotic trajectory path. During the process of creating the robotic trajectory path, the RRT must pay attention
to the stop condition to exit the iteration which is when the position of the RRT's edge node has approached
the target at the pre-determined minimal distance, ρmin = 0.5 cm. Fig. 2. Trees with RRT Algorithms using
Random Sample Growth Ratios as a Reference for Distance between Parent and Edge node. Our proposed
algorithm has succeeded in creating a tree that illustrates the trajectory of the robot as in figure 2. In this
experiment, to be able to reach the goal node, 𝑞𝑝 was given the treatment of limiting the iteration number.
The result is that our algorithm is able to approach 𝑞𝑝 in very close proximity at the 265th iteration. In
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contrast to the basic RRT algorithm, up to the same number of iterations, the twigs created have not been
able to approach 𝑞𝑝. An illustration of the distance of the furthest twigs which was successfully evoked by
the RRT basic algorithm in the 265th iteration is shown in figure 3. Fig. 3. Trees with RRT Algorithms using
Threshold distance between Parental And Edge node In terms of the number of tree branches that are
successfully created, the algorithm that we propose is able to form a tree with the least number of branches.
From the experiments that have been carried out, we managed to restrain the growth and development of
twigs into 43 branches. These branches are allowed to grow if the new node is in an inhabited area around
the target node and not the other way around in an inhabited area outside the target area. In contrast, in the
basic RRT algorithm, in the span of 265 rounds of iterations, it has produced 73 branches. This branch will
continue to grow given the absence of the end of the tree branch approaching the target node. Considering
the length of the formed path, the algorithm we created is able to produce a longer trajectory path compared
to the basic RRT algorithm. In 265th iterations, we managed to make a path line 43 cm long. Meanwhile, the
basic RRT algorithm is only capable of making 14 cm. The size of the length of this path pays attention to
the dimensions of the RectangulerArea simulator Webots which measures one-meter square. Based on the
experiment result, we can say that the proposed algorithm has a faster ability to approach the target.
Although formed by irregularity or randomness, the algorithm we propose is able to control this randomness
so that it tends to be able to be made regular. The trajectory resulting from the random generation of nodes
tends to be set to grow and move towards the target. This randomness setting ability is seen in the
achievement of tree branches that are able to approach the value of ρmin. In the 265th iteration, our
proposed algorithm was able to make the twigs of the end of the trajectory tree approach the target point
within a radius of 0.5 cm, while the basic RRT algorithm was still 27 cm from the target node, without any
certainty whether the tip of the twig would move away from or approach the target node. These results show
that the performance of the algorithms we compiled is vastly superior to the basic PRC algorithms. Another
advantage in the proposed algorithm that cannot be found in the basic RRT algorithm is the absence of tree
branches that turn away against the direction of the target. Based on figures 2 and 3, the entire tip of the
twig tends to grow straight. There are no twigs that grow curved in opposition to the attraction force of the
target node. V. CONCLUSION This study succeeded in making the function coefficient of the distance
function of the parent's node to the edge node, in order to achieve convergence of the motion direction of
tree branches in the RRT. The distance function can trigger the acceleration of branch growth towards the
target node. In addition, the setting of occupancy areas can also be a strategy for the extension and
restriction of branch growth. As for future works, it is necessary to make additional settings related to the
potential change in the branch direction movement that approaches the target node but has not
implemented an optimal restriction of branch length yet. REFERENCES [1] R. C. Luo and C. Huang,
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